Abstract One major challenge in multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) is the presence of couplings among state parameters, which demands an iterative and often expensive system analysis (SA) process for each function evaluation in optimization. This paper offers a new perspective and proposes a corresponding method for solving MDO problems. The proposed method, named the boundary search and simplex decomposition method (BSSDM), geometrically captures the relation among coupled state parameters with a feasible state parameter region. Given the feasible state parameter region, the SA can be avoided during the optimization of the system objective function. To identify the feasible state parameter region, a search strategy is developed to find boundary points of the region. In the boundary search process, a collaboration model (CM) is applied to maintain the feasibility of samples with respect to the SA. In search of the system optimum in the feasible region, a robust simplex decomposition algorithm is developed for convex and starlike feasible state parameter regions. The BSSDM is tested with two numerical cases, one of which is an MDO problem constrained by a convex state parameter region, and the other is a SA problem with a star-like state parameter region. All results are then validated, and the results show the promising capability of the proposed BSSDM.
Introduction
Multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO), which is also called multidisciplinary design synthesis, is an important design methodology in industry today. A general MDO problem is defined as min x s ;x f x s ; x cs ; y ð Þ subject to : y i ¼ Y i x i ; x csi ; y ci ð Þ ; i ¼ 1; . . . ; n g x; y ð Þ 0
where y i a state parameter/variable given by its corresponding discipline Y i function associated with y i n number of state parameters y {y 1 , ..., y i , ..., y n }, a vector of state parameters y ci {y j }, j≠i, a vector of state parameters output from other discplines to discpline/subsystem i f system objective function x i a vector of disciplinary design variables of the state parameter y i , and x i \ x j ; i 6 ¼ j does not have to be ∅ x csi a vector of system-subsystem design variables shared by both y i and the objective function f x cs {x cs1 , ..., x csi , ..., x csn }, a union of x csi , i=1, ..., n, and
.., x n , x cs }, a union of the disciplinary variables and system-subsystem design variables x s a vector of system design variables of f, x s \ x ¼ ∅ g a vector of inequality constraints
In (1), y is governed by
A system analysis (SA) or the multidisciplinary analysis (MDA) is described in (2). The solution of (2) is usually calculated by an iterative procedure, such as the GaussSeidel iterative method for linear equations and the steepest descent method for nonlinear equations (see, e.g., Burden and Faires 2000). State parameters y usually represent some physical features in a physical discipline, and they are usually calculated by computationally intensive processes. The standard MDO formulation in (1) is also called the multidisciplinary feasible (MDF) formulation in the nonlinear programming community, or the "all-in-one" formulation in the engineering community (Alexandrov and Lewis 2000c). It can be solved by conventional optimization algorithms, such as gradient-based methods, treating the SA/MDA as equality constraints. The main difficulty of applying the "all-in-one" formulation in practice is that the computational cost could be prohibitive because the SA/ MDA is frequently called during the optimization process. Global sensitivity equations (GSE) were used to linearize nonlinear couplings in the neighborhood of a feasible design in the concurrent subspace optimization (CSSO) formulation by Sobieszczanski-Sobieski (1988 , 1990 , Renaud and Gabriele (1991 , 1993 ), and Sellar and Batill (1996 , and in the Bi-level integrated system synthesis (BLISS) formulation by Sobieszczanski-Sobieski et al. (2000) . Based on the similar idea of using slack variables in the "all-at-once" formulation (Alexandrov and Lewis 2000c), Braun and Kroo (1997) developed another decomposition-based MDO formulation named collaborative optimization (CO) by using slack variables for decoupling. In CO, the interdisciplinary consistency is held in the system level by extra equality constraints, which are the match between the slack variables issued from the system level and their corresponding variables evaluated and returned from disciplinary analyses. Alexandrov and Lewis (1999 Lewis ( , 2000a found that CO has difficulties preserving the standard Karush-Kuhn-Tucker condition due to its formulation structure.
The main difficulties of solving MDO problems are primarily raised by the couplings among state parameters from different disciplines. When a discipline involves a computationally expensive process, the computation of MDO becomes cost-prohibitive. Reducing the turn-around time of design and achieving the global optimal design are the main goals of all MDO methodologies. This paper proposes a new MDO method, named the boundary search and simplex decomposition method (BSSDM). The BSSDM can geometrically capture the relation among coupled state parameters by exploring the feasible region formed by state parameters, in which any point (a set of state parameters) will satisfy (2). Given the captured coupling information, a robust optimum solution of MDO problems can be achieved easily and efficiently.
In the following sections, the motivation of the BSSDM will be elaborated first in Section 2. Then, a collaboration model (CM) developed by Wang (2005a) for checking the samples' feasibility with respect to the SA/MDA will be reviewed in Section 3. The infrastructure of the BSSDM will be introduced in Section 4. Finally, the results of test cases solved with the BSSDM will be shown and discussed in Section 5.
Motivation
The BSSDM is developed to address dominant couplings among state parameters in MDO problems. The relation among coupled state parameters is not a one-to-one mapping. Given the values of y c1 in (2), the value of y 1 can vary within a certain range due to many feasible combinations of x 1 and x cs1 . This fact indicates that one state parameter cannot be approximated with a simple fitting function of its own variables. In other words, such a fitting function only captures part of the relation among coupled state parameters. The relation among n-coupled state parameters can be described by an nD feasible state parameter region. Geometrically, the feasible state parameter region can be further classified into convex and nonconvex types. Correspondingly, the SA/MDA can be classified into convex and nonconvex problems.
It would be beneficial to know the feasible boundary of state parameters when solving MDO problems. In the BSSDM, the feasible state parameter region will be approximated based on boundary points, which are itera-
